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HTML5 Developer's Cookbook (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2011

	Using HTML5, web developers can create standards-based browser applications with extraordinary richness and power, incorporating everything from drag-and-drop to native audio and video—all without any third-party plug-ins. Simply put, every web developer needs to master HTML5—and...
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Microsoft Tabular Modeling CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	No prior knowledgeof tabular modeling is needed to benefit from this brilliant cookbook. This is the total guide to developing and managing analytical models using the Business Intelligence Semantic Models technology.


	Overview

	
		Develop tabular models for personal use
	
		Learn about the modeling...
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Principles of Transistor Circuits : Introduction to the Design of Amplifiers, Receivers and Digital CircuitsNewnes, 2000

	Over the last 40 years, Principles of Transistor Circuits has provided students and practitioners with a text they can rely on to keep them at the forefront of transistor circuit design.

	

	Although integrated circuits have widespread application, the role of discrete transistors both as important building blocks which students...
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SPSS for Starters, Part 2 (SpringerBriefs in Statistics)Springer, 2012


	The small book ‘‘SPSS for Starters’’ issued in 2010 presented 20 chapters of

	cookbook like step by step data-analyses of clinical research, and was written to

	help clinical investigators and medical students analyze their data without the help

	of a statistician. The book served its purpose well enough, since...
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Designing Secure Web-Based Applications for Microsoft(r) Windows(r) 2000Microsoft Press, 2000
Although numerous books on security are available, many of them cover only theory or perhaps a security silo—that is, an island of security based on a particular tool, application, or technology. It should be obvious that no complete security solution is a silo; all secure business applications touch many tools and many technologies. Also,...
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PostGIS CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	For web developers and software architects this book will provide a vital guide to the tools and capabilities available to PostGIS spatial databases. Packed with hands-on recipes and powerful concepts.


	Overview

	
		Integrate PostGIS with web frameworks and implement OGC standards such as WMS and WFS using...
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Tomcat: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2007
It takes a book as versatile as its subject to cover Apache Tomcat, the popular open source Servlet and JSP container and high performance web server. Tomcat: The Definitive Guide is a valuable reference for administrators and webmasters, a useful guide for programmers who want to use Tomcat as their web application server during...
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Android 3.0 Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	This book covers every aspect of mobile app development, starting with major application components and screen layout and design, before moving on to how to manage sensors such as internal gyroscopes and near field communications. Towards the end, it delves into smartphone multimedia capabilities as well as graphics and animation, web access,...
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Desire2Learn for Higher Education CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Creating an engaging online or web-enhanced class in the Desire2Learn Learning Environment doesn't have to be difficult. The easy-to-follow recipes in this cookbook guide you through everything from getting your course ready for students to calculating final grades.


	"Desire2Learn for Higher Education Cookbook" offers...
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eBay QuickstepsMcGraw-Hill, 2004

	Brace youself, because here comes QuickSteps: The fast, easy, accessible information on eBay in a full-color cookbook-style format. Provides answers to all of your How-do-I questions in a concise and meaningful way. Lengthwise page layout allows for easy page viewing. Useful tips and cautions are displayed in the margins so that they...
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iOS Development using MonoTouch CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011


	Technology is advancing quite rapidly. Portable devices, such as media players, smartphones, and tablets, have brought huge advancements and changes in the way people communicate, share, and consume digital content. Developers need to be up-to-date with the available platforms these devices work on, if they want to be "part of the...
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Python and AWS CookbookO'Reilly, 2011

	
		If you intend to use Amazon Web Services (AWS) for remote computing and storage, Python is an ideal programming language for developing applications and controlling your cloud-based infrastructure. This cookbook gets you started with more than two dozen recipes for using Python with AWS, based on the author’s boto library.
...
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